An introduction to using Read&Write for text-tospeech and Study Skills tools
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AppsAnywhere
Read and Write Gold is accessed through an application
called Apps Anywhere, and an icon for this can be found on
the desktop. It looks like this.

Double clicking this icon will open the web browser. Simply
type read&write into the Search Apps field.

Hover the mouse pointer over the
Read&Write Gold 11 box and it will
change its appearance.
Click on the Launch button and Read and
Write Gold will open.
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Toolbar
When Read and Write Gold has opened, you will see the following toolbar.

Dictionary
Play Speech
Stop Speech
Screenshot Reader
Speech Maker
Screen Masking
Highlighters
Clear Highlighting
Collect Highlights
Help
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Speech
Using Microsoft Word
To read back text in a Microsoft Word document, place the
cursor in the sentence that you want to start reading from, and
press the Play Speech button.

The document is now read out to you, with the text highlighted as it is read out.

Hit stop to end playback and choose
a new location to start from
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Speech continued
Using Internet Explorer / Google Chrome
There is no cursor in a web browser so instead we need
to firstly select some text and then press Play Speech.

If you use Google Chrome you will need to install an add-on to use Read and Write
Gold with it. If you have Read and Write Gold running, open Google Chrome and a new
tab will launch giving you installation instructions.
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Speech continued
Using PDF's stage one
You cannot use the Read and Write toolbar to read PDF's
aloud when you're viewing it directly from your web browser.
Instead, save the PDF to your documents folder and the click
on the PDF Reader button.

This will open a standard Windows file browser. Select the PDF that you wish
to load and click Open.
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Speech continued
Using PDF's stage two
The PDF will now load in a separate PDF Aloud window.

Once the document has loaded, you can click in the document to begin reading aloud
or use the playback tools on the Read&Write toolbar.
NB If the text does not read out, the PDF may be locked or is inaccessible. You will
need to use the Screenshot reader tool which is shown on page 9 of this guide, in
order to have the text read aloud.
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Speech continued
PDF Aloud buttons

Thumbnail view

Page up

Page Down

Notes
Remember that PDF documents do
not always work in the same way
when wanting them read aloud

Zoom in and out

Click to speak

You can alter the voice and other
settings by clicking on the drop
down arrow next to the Play button
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Screenshot Reader
You can use this tool for playback when encountering text in
inaccessible pictures or locked PDF's. The tool can also be used
to export text and images into word documents.

Click on the drop down menu
button next to Screenshot
Reader.
Choose the method of capture,
we recommend using the
'capture by drawing rectangle'
option.

Once you have chosen the
destination for your
screenshot a) Use Text Reader for
speaking or
b) Screenshot to MS Word
You can then capture the
text by dragging across the
selection from top left to
bottom right, holding down
the left mouse button and
then releasing to complete
the action.
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Screenshot Reader continued

If selecting the Text
Reader option the
highlighted text will
pop up in a new
window and
automatically begin to
read back.

If selecting the
screenshot to MS
Word option, upon
release you will see a
progress bar and
then the selected
text will be
transferred to MS
Word.

This is how the
above captured text
will look in MS
Word. This text is
now editable.
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Dictionary
The dictionary tool is primarily used to look up word
meanings and source associated words to use as alternatives.

Clicking the drop down button next to the Dictionary icon lets you choose between
Advanced, Basic or Web definitions. Web definitions will take you to Google's
dictionary.
Select the word you want
to look up and click on the
dictionary symbol to show
a list of meanings (select
advanced from the drop
down menu if the basic
option is not showing any
results).

Click on each meaning to
display a list of alternative
words.

Select a word then click
on Change to replace the
original word if you are
working in a word
document.

Display results by type of
word.
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Dictionary continued

The advanced tool allows you to
search through a list of associated
words. You can select a number
of different options from the drop
down list dependent on the
original word selected.

Notes
Use the back and next to look at
previous searches.

You can use Advanced, Basic or
Web options when searching for
definitions

Use the search function to
type in words for new
searches.
You can use the dictionary tools to
search for associated words
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Speech Maker
This tool is used for converting selected text into a sound file.
Only text that you can select with the cursor can be converted.

Firstly, select the text that you would like to convert.

The selected text will then
be displayed in a preview
box. Click on next if you're
satisfied all the text you
require has been captured.
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Speech Maker continued

The next box allows you to
preview the playback voice
and adjust the pitch,
speed and volume. Click
next when satisfied with
these settings.

The final box allows you
to choose the saved
location of the file and
the file type - MP3 is
recommended.
Click the Create button
to complete.
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Highlighting Tool
To aid study skills, the highlighting tool allows you to highlight selected text in MS Word,
PDF Aloud, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox and Google Docs. You can then export
highlighted text to a new word document.

These buttons are what make up the Study Skills toolset. Consisting of four highlighters
(Yellow, Blue, Green and Pink), plus the Clear Highlights and Collect Highlights buttons.

To use, firstly select a passage
of text that you wish to
highlight and then choose a
highlighter colour to separate
out text for export.
Different colours can be used
to prioritise or categorise the
information, or however you
want to use them.

Once you have highlighted all of the text that you want to export,
click on the Collect Highlights button.
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Highlighting Tool continued
When you click on the collect highlights button an option box will pop up.

You can select the colours to
collect by ticking the boxes.
You can then choose how you
want the highlighted text to
be displayed in MS Word.

You can collect highlights
from more than one
source at the same time
as long as they are IE and
Word. We do not
recommend that you use
the bibliography tool for
APA referencing.

When you have set your options, click OK. The highlighted text will be copied
across to a new MS Word document.
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Screen Masking

We can use this button to apply a screen tint or background colour
change and access an onscreen reading ruler. Clicking the button will turn
screen masking on and off, but first we need to change the settings.

Click the drop down arrow and select Screen Masking Options…
You will see this window -

Clicking on this drop down
list will show you all the
options that are available to
choose from. Tint my whole
screen will apply a colour
filter over the whole screen.
You can change the colour
of the tint and also adjust
the level of transparency.
The underline slider is only
used where an option to
underline is selected, which
we will look at later.
Click OK to confirm your
choice.
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Screen Masking Spotlight

When tinting the whole screen you can also use a spotlight tool, which acts like an
onscreen reading ruler.
To configure and turn this on, firstly make sure that you have set the screen masking type
to tint my whole screen.
Then, click the Spotlight tab.

You will see this window -

Click this box to use the mouse
spotlight tool.

You can change the height of
the spotlight area as well as
changing the colour that this
tool tints with.
Click OK to confirm your
choice.

When you leave this options box, you will see the screen tint in place along with a
horizontal bar of a different colour. Use the mouse to move this bar up and down the
page in order to track with your reading.
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Screen Masking Underline
As well as tinting the whole screen, the screen masking tool lets you apply an underline.
This can be attached to the mouse pointer or the line you are typing on. Go back into the
Screen Masking Options window to make this selection.

Select Underline my mouse
pointer.

You can change the colour of
the underline.

Along with changing the
transparency and line
thickness.

Click OK to confirm.

You will now see an
underline going
horizontally across
the screen attached
to the mouse
pointer. You can use
this to better track
text when reading
from the screen.
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Toolbar Options
Clicking on the drop down arrow next to the
Texthelp button will open a menu showing
further options.
In here you can change the current toolbar,
change the toolbar colour and edit the
toolbar through General Options.

You can edit the toolbar to show text
descriptions with the icons, along with
changing the size.

Clicking the main button will cycle you through the different toolbar
sets available. These are - All Features, Reading Features, Writing
Features, Research Features, My Features, Study Skills Features.
My Features lets you customise the buttons from within the General
Options panel, by ticking or unticking the different tools.
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Hotkeys
Read&Write has keyboard shortcuts that can be used to access some of the tools, as
well as with controlling speech.
These are CTRL ALT DEL

Speak current

CTRL ALT Z

Rewind speech

CTRL ALT A

Fast Forward Speech

CTRL ALT UP

Pause Speech

CTRL ALT Q

Stop Speech

CTRL ALT F

Dictionary

CTRAL ALT S

Get homophone suggestions

CTRL ALT V

Spelling

CTRL ALT K

Keyboard access to toolbar

You can also create your own shortcut keys by accessing the General Options =>
Hotkeys menu.
In this menu you can choose
a tool under HotKey function
and then assign a HotKey
combination.
Be aware that the
combination you pick may
already be assigned to a
Windows command.
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Further Help
Read&Write has built in videos that you can view, for most of the main features that we
have covered in this guide.
To access these, click on the drop down arrow next to the feature you want to view the
video for. In the menu that appears, the bottom option will give you a link to an online
video tour.

Alternatively, go to https://www.youtube.com/ and search for "texthelp". You can search
through the videos for ones relating to a particular feature you would like to know more
about, or more general videos relating to how you can use Read&Write to support your
study.

For further help, please contact the
Assistive Technology Service at
at-service@shu.ac.uk

Booklet produced by the AT Team at Sheffield Hallam University (March 2018)
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